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How to Capture Savings
Fast with the Right Lean
Technology
The coronavirus pandemic brought on one of the most sudden shifts in US economic
history. We went from record low unemployment and continuous economic growth to
tens of millions of unemployed and trillions of dollars in economic loss within major
manufacturing industries. The fortunes of the US economy shifted in just a few short
weeks.
While there have been signs of recovery, there have also been signs that at least part
of the current recession’s losses could become permanent – a long term hill for the US
economy to climb. That result is a significant amount of economic stress that companies must absorb at the same time that they are implementing health containment
initiatives and new processes to protect employees and keep their doors open.
To that end, many are now attempting to capture savings wherever they can to reinvest
in those initiatives. Whether coronavirus remains for six months or years to come, it’s
vital that systems be put in place that protect against the kind of losses that many have
suffered this year.
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In a recent McKinsey report, those potential savings are illustrated in great detail:

Now is the time to look for these types of savings throughout the organization. In the
past, there were a limited number of belt-tightening activities that would enable companies to prepare for these situations. Technology now makes it possible to go further, and while big technology initiatives are too much, you can start small, leveraging
foundational changes with minimal investment to reap significant ROI and streamline
operations ahead of a potential recession.
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A Bottom-Up Approach
to Technology
Technology has been positively impacting the bottom line for manufacturers for decades, but until recently it was a major initiative, requiring a long term investment of
both time and money to realize any significant savings. Take an ERP implementation.
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The fastest actual implementation time is still longer than a year. In a worst-case scenario, it can take up to two years to fully implement. When you’re facing immediate
calls to capture savings, this kind of timeline is untenable. Which is what many people
expect when they investigate Industry 4.0 initiatives.
In an ideal world, Industry 4.0 would allow a manufacturer to shift to a fully
autonomous pull economy, leveraging end-to-end automation to minimize
waste and maximize productivity. We have the tools to do this, but it can
take years - as long as a decade - for the largest organizations.
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Fortunately, Industry 4.0 isn’t a single technology initiative. It is a collection of layers
that can be leveraged in stages to realize incremental savings that in turn fund the
expedition towards full automation. By focusing first on Operational Efficiency, organizations are able to implement new tools and systems in just days or weeks instead of
months or years.
As examples, Andonix has worked with several organizations to help realize immediate savings including Kiekert, which saw a 3% improvement to operational efficiency in parts of its Mexico Plant, FCA which was able to realize an immediate ROI
of 10x by eliminating paper checklists and implementing real-time data collection,
and Fortech, which saved $30,000 almost immediately by improving traceability in
its shipping documentation.
With a bottom-up approach to Industry 4.0 utilization, organizations are able to retool
their front line efforts, shift their focus to execution and scale successes, all while letting the front line guide savings-oriented implementations. Instead of a multi-month
long implementation process, they pinpoint areas in which savings can be generated
by working with the employees who interact with these systems daily, and the results
are telling.
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Productivity Gains
For the last several years, digitization has been a vital component of the ‘next step’ for
many manufacturers – a stepping stone on the journey to greater automation, worker
empowerment, and efficiency on the front line.
Today, technology offers this and more. Companies that embrace digitization and digital transformation to improve their health containment initiatives are protecting against
potential issues well in advance of those issues occurring. The cost of managing paper checklists, manually reviewing processes, and following up with potential cases of
COVID-19 without software support can be immensely burdensome for organizations.
Technology addresses these issues directly.

Digital Work Instructions
Digital work instructions offer benefits across several functional areas to support stronger health
containment efforts and reduced costs. Specific
use cases include:

•

Digital visual aids to ensure consistent Standard Work

•

E-Learning tools to expedite onboarding and improve safety

•

5’s audits built into the system to ensure greater performance

•

Digital skills/training matrix integration with the work instructions

•

Training efficiency means less time spent onboarding in-house

•

Digital quality inspections allow for better transparency and traceability

•

Associate engagement and suggestions keep frontline employees connected
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•

Safety analysis by operation using the data captured every day

•

Automatic operator job pairing to improve efficiency at all stations

•

Effort and distance analytics per associate to inform decision making

•

Digital repository of work instructions and lessons learned for quick access

•

Adaptive training per associate scales to individual strengths and weaknesses

•

Automatic rotation and attendance prediction and data analytics

•

Safety performance per job prediction based on data analytics

Digital Checklists
Digital checklists help empower the implementation
of smarter Lean operations in the areas of KAIZEN,
GEMBA, and more. They can ensure compliance
with internal playbooks, state and federal regulations, and safety measures designed to protect employees while reducing the cost of implementation.
Specific use cases include:

•

Layered and Process Audit (LPA) utilization with the software

•

Digital GEMBA walks using a centrally updated checklist

•

Red herring test to measure and track quality performance daily

•

Training quizzes to keep employees up to date on all processes

•

Work environment survey to capture potential issues before they impact operations
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•

Publication of games or contests to better engage employees through their devices

•

Safety audits that can be performed from mobile devices much faster

•

Forklift checklist (daily review of industrial vehicles) updated centrally

•

Incident, accident and near-miss investigation checklist updated centrally

•

Switch from extrinsic to an intrinsic workers reward system

Digital Andon Cord
A digital andon cord keeps workers connected
across functional areas, breaking down silos and
democratizing communication in the entire organization. In the age of social distancing this is more
important than ever as employees are rarely in
direct contact with one another, and supervisors spend less time on the floor, potentially
even working remotely. Use cases include:

•

One Point Lessons (OPL) and Lessons Learned Propagation (LLP) with AI
to predict, prevent and prescribe behavior

•

Digital quality alerts to proactively communicate quality concerns and disruptions to all relevant parties

•

Dissemination of the quality Q scorecard throughout an organization to keep
everyone on pace

•

Dissemination of general company information (mission, vision, values, policies)
through a single form of communication

•

Quality and safety event report that can be shared with all associates

•

Automatic praise of individual associates (gamification) based on performance,
attendance, usage, and logins

•

Daily safety talks to emphasize particular issues, new equipment or processes, and
other challenges

•

Verification of personal protective equipment to improve overall safety adherence

•

Act and unsafe conditions instant reports that can be delivered to all relevant management and personnel

•

Dissemination of accidents or incidents of all business units done automatically as
they are captured

•

Associates can ask for help from anyone who has relevant experience at any time.
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Process Improvements
Process improvements are designed to save money, and with the right bottom-up approach, those savings can be realized much faster than was traditionally possible.

Health Containment
Efficiency
Before the pandemic, the CDC estimated that US
businesses lost $225.8 billion per year from absenteeism due to illness and injury. That was with
an average of 7 days per year of sick leave. In the
new normal of COVID-19, employees are being sent
home for 14-days or longer to quarantine if they are
exposed to COVID-19 or have a positive test and
must recover.
The result is incredibly costly, but health containment initiatives can help reduce those
costs. By implementing digital containment initiatives to capture employee temperatures,
perform contact tracing in the event of a positive test, and quickly quarantine and clean
areas of the facility, it’s possible to reduce the risk of illness in the workplace.
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Savings in Training Time
Training is a significant expense for organizations of
all sizes. Consider the cost of training in wage inefficiency for each operator over the course of a 6-12
week training program
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Labor inefficiency can range from $3,966 to $8,479 per worker over that training period,
costing the company as much as $47,913. And that’s for every single worker. When you
take into account the 30% average US manufacturing turnover rate and the need for 8.8
new workers per month across all organizations, the cost can be as high as $5M annually.
Digital technology makes it possible to address the cost of training in several areas at once:

•

Onboarding - Provide web-based access to training materials to expedite onboarding for all new hires.

•

Digital Work Instructions - Provide progressive instructions that take into account
the growing knowledge level of the trainee while on the job.

•

Standardization of Instruction - Eliminate hidden factory processes by creating a
single source of truth in the form of your digital training materials.

Combined, these changes can help realize thousands of dollars in savings for every trainee
you onboard each year.
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The Cost of Paper
Paper is a significant source of waste. By connecting workers digitally, companies realize 60% faster
problem solving and a 50% reduction in downtimes.
And deployment can be up to 10x faster for new
workflows compared to those managed by paper.
The result is that we’ve seen up to a 6% increase in
company-wide productivity for those that leave paper behind. Specific gains include:

•

Quality - More than $22 Billion is lost every year due to quality recalls. A single incident can cost more than $1 million.

•

Safety - With an average claim cost of $36,551 and $2,660 average lost productivity
per worker, safety incidents can have an incredible impact.

•

OEE and Production - Downtime can have a substantial impact on performance,
with an estimated $6.3 billion annual cost to US manufacturers from 800 downtime hours per year on average.

By addressing any of these areas, organizations can see significant savings that greatly reduce the cost of operations.

What If
Time
Machine Used

3%

What if ?

Manufacturing
Cycle Time

20%

Quality
Defects

20%

Maintenance
Time

15%

New Resulting $EE = $913 USD/shift  $228,230 USD/yr.

And technology now makes it possible to implement these kinds of changes without
investing months and millions of dollars. There are smarter, more accessible tools than
ever at your fingertips to affect massive productivity gains and monetary savings.
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Going Lean to Generate
Fast Results
The three pillars of Lean - Continuous Improvement, Visibility and Standardization - are
designed to reduce waste. One of the largest sources of waste is untapped human
creativity. The lack of thoughtfulness about problems that address the vast majority of
organizations not only exacerbates existing problems; it also creates new ones.
The implementation of Industry 4.0 tools to realize various lean principles creates a
Lean 4.0 model that any sized company can implement right away. Lean inspired pilots
that seek to leverage technology faster reveal immediate ROI by:

•

Addressing defects and improving quality

•

Streamlining efficiency and reducing waste

•

Boosting productivity and improving training

•

Saving time and money while improving transparency

Lean tools that naturally pair with Industry 4.0 technology include:

•

5S - A 5S program can be augmented with digital tools to improve safety, ensure
high equipment availability, reduce defect rates and better control costs.

•

Andon - A digital Andon solution keeps workers connected and helps democratize
the combined creativity and input of your entire workforce.

•

Standardized Work - Eliminate hidden factory processes by standardizing work and
keeping it that way with digital work instructions.
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•

PDCA - A well-implemented PDCA cycle ensures a higher level of overall effectiveness, ongoing continuous improvement, and better project risk management.

•

Kaizen - Capture input from across your organization to improve the work environment, engage associates and distribution quality and safety reports.

•

Gemba - Leverage technology to perform more in-depth, AI-supported Gemba
Walks that uncover opportunities for improvement.

•

KPI - Automate rotation and attendance prediction, and share quality and safety
data rapidly with key stakeholders in the organization.

•

Root Cause Analysis - Centrally manage to report for incidents and accidents, digital quality alerts, and more.

Each of these areas is directly linked to the use cases outlined above for digital work
instructions, digital checklists, and digital andon cord functionality.
To leverage these tools successfully, companies are running problem-oriented pilots
iteratively. Instead of trying to optimize and update and entire organization overnight,
they’re leveraging frontline knowledge to identify areas of immediate concern, and then
making updates that will impact those more immediately.
Using Smart Work Station, for example, PTI was able to address concerns about rotation times and training. Fortech addressed their traceability and updates of checklists
for shipping. Kiekert Mexico eliminated paper checklists and streamlined efficiency in
both updating and distributing new lists to the front line. All three companies are now
investigating how they can further improve operations with additional updates.
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Conclusion
Andonix’s suite of software, including Smart Work Station and Safely Pass, is designed
to predict where problems will develop with input from the front line, prescribe solutions, and prevent future costs and inefficiencies from developing.
This allows companies to accelerate training on the front line, boost productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of processes, improve first-time quality and safety, and
enhance a team’s problem-solving capabilities through constant connectivity and empowerment of their valuable creatively. It protects employees and allows companies to
quickly recover from the impact of COVID-19 while capturing savings to fund effective
health containment initiatives.
Learn more about Safely Pass + Smart Work Station and how Andonix software can
help you address productivity concerns and capture savings in a recession. Contact us
today to schedule a demo or learn more about how to get started immediately.
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Savings Calculator
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